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Leader's
Interview
Lee Eun-Ji Reporter, Joongang Ilbo
/ Tea Time Interview

Busan-Jinhae Free
Economic Zone Authority
achieved 1st place for
two consecutive years in
performance evaluation for
free economic zones in Korea.

BJFEZ, selected as
Asia's Best Free
Economic Zone in 2017
by "Site Selection",
US leading investment
attraction journal

Busan-Jinhae Free Economic Zone designated in 2003 by the Korean
Central Government for attracting foreign-invested companies is
aiming to realize 'The Global Hub for International Business and
Logistics'. Busan-Jinhae Free Economic Zone Authority focuses on
construction of international business city and attraction of foreign
educational·research institutions for port logistics and high-tech
industries. As a result, Myeongji District, which was built within
Busan-Jinhae Free Economic Zone, has recently become a hot
place to record the highest competition rate in the recent history of
housing sales contracts.
Mr. Jin Yang Hyun, Commissioner of BJFEZ Authority further
plans to develop BJFEZ into a complex logistics system connecting
seaport, airport and landport(railways and roads). He said,
“BJFEZ has focused on port logistics function, but we should go
forward to complex logistics system that connects seaport, airport
and landport(railways and roads) to compete with Singapore,
Dubai, Hong Kong, etc. which are the global logistics cities”. He
also emphasized that the year 2017 was a year of establishing a
consensus to have an orientation towards complex logistics system.
He held various seminars to announce the necessity of building a
complex logistics system and spent busy days traveling to Rotterdam,
Dubai and Shanghai which are building complex logistics system.
I had a meeting with him at his office in Busan, on the 10th of last
October, 2017, and heard about the accomplishments of 2017 and
prospects for the coming 2018.
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Leader's Interview

Would you give us a brief on the reason why you
regard the implementation of complex logistics
system as the orientation toward which BJFEZ needs
to be developed ?
Singapore, Shanghai, Dubai and other international
logistics cities are increasing their competitivenesses by
connecting airports with seaports. Competing cities with
Busan are not domestic cities but are global logistics cities.
Since Busan has the best port conditions and modernized
port facilities, it can bring enormous synergy effect when
combined with the airport logistics system and railway.
Currently, only 3% of air cargo volume is treated as sea &
air complex transportation. However, it can lead to higher
value added if this proportion is increased. It will be much
easier to attract foreign-invested companies when we
create a profit model that can significantly reduce logistics
costs by using a complex logistics system.

What kind of infrastructures and administrative
measures are necessary in order to build a complex
logisitcs system ?
We need to extend present Gimhae International Airport,
to operate it 24 hours a day, and to establish large-scaled
logistics complex. In addition, transportation network
should be expanded so that it will be properly connected
with Busan New Port. It is also necessary to make an
active use of the policy incentives which Busan-Jinhae Free
Economic Zone has by designating Gimhae New Airport
and its hinterland site as Busan-Jinhae Free Economic Zone.

What effect does it have if Gimhae New Airport
and its hinterland site are designated as BusanJinhae Free Economic Zone ?
If they are designated as Busan-Jinhae Free Economic Zone,
then foreign-invested companies within the Zone could
enjoy various kinds of incentives such as corporate and
income tax reduction or exemption along with cash
grants including subsidies. In addition, foreign investors
may benefit from improved residential conditions like
education, housing, medical care, and various kinds of
one-stop administrative services, which will promote the
entries of global logistics companies.

The government is not likely to invest heavily on
logistics industry due to low value added, What
do you think ?

Logistics industry is a platform and infrastructure. In other
words, it is necessary to construct this to enable companies
to carry out other economic activities, making the entire
economy of Korea grow well. When the logistics cost of
the entire national economy is reduced with the efficiency
of logistics, international competitiveness of the domestic
industries is enhanced.
In addition, when there are many cargoes and means of
transportations, human resources, cargoes, capital and
information gather together. Consequently, there will be
a huge demand for related services like transportation,
communication, finance and insurance.

We’ve heard that you are busy explaining about
the necessity of constructing the complex logistics
system. What is the most difficult ?
As there is no control tower responsible for complex
logistics, there is not much progress in doing related
projects. The ministries in charge vary from that of Land,
Infrastructure and Transport, in case of airport, and that
of Oceans and Fisheries, in case of seaport, and to that of
Trade, Industry and Energy, in case of Free Economic Zones.
Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy is interested in
attracting foreign invested companies, but they have
no authority over airport and seaport, making a limit to
the administrative support for the installation of complex
logistics industry. So it is time for the korean central
government to create governance for the activation of
complex logistics.

What is personally difficult ?
BJFEZ Authority is an organization composed of public
officials dispatched from City of Busan and Gyeongsangnamdo Province. It may be somewhat difficult to enjoy synergy by
performing what Busan and Gyeongsangnam-do demand.
Fortunately, thanks to the experience of my having played
many roles in coordinating the interests of various ministries
during the days when I worked for the Ministry of Strategy
and Finance, I may handle it properly.

Recently, apartment application rate recorded the
highest in the korean history with competition rate
of 139.4:1 for ‘Myeonggi the Sharp First World’ in
Myeongji District. Did you expect it to be so popular ?
As the culture facilities, convenience facilities and educational
institutions have been steadily set up and the development has
been accelerated in the Western Busan where the development
rate is relatively low, This seems to be the result of focusing on
future potential growth. This is a result from many people's interests
as Myeongji District has been reborn as the core foothold city of
development and international business city of Western Busan.

Would you please explain what type of infrastructures
are set up in Myeongji District and what kind of plans
you have for the future?
Myeongji District is a city created to provide international
business support to foreign-invested companies.
Educational institutions ranging from kindergarten to
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Busan-Jinhae Free
Economic Zone

university, residential facilities, cultural facilities, hotels and
convention center are needed. We have been attracting
Lancaster University, a prestigious British university and public
institutions such as Western Branch of Busan District Public
Prosecutor’s Office and Western Branch of Busan District Court
will move in. And the Busan Branch of the National Assembly
Library, hotels and convention center will open in the near future.
These are some of the factors that make this area a favorite.

How many foreign-invested companies are there
within Busan-Jinhae Free Economic Zone and what
kind of companies are there ?
Since its opening in 2003, it has attracted 127 foreigninvested companies as of November, bringing in Foreign
Direct Investment reports of 2.52 billion US dollars. We try to
attract foreign hidden champions in the field of shipbuilding,
automobiles and high-tech industries, etc. For example, there
are many European hidden champion companies with a long
history among 16 foreig-invested companies in Mieum District.

We’ve heard that it ranked first for two consecutive
years in performance evaluation of free economic
zones in Korea.
The Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy of Korea annually
conducts performance evaluations on five items including
development projects, investment promotion, enterprise
support, settlement environment and organization operation
for 7 free economic zones in the whole country. BJFEZ
Authority has a high rate of 94.1% of its normal development
project and it has achieved its highest amount of FDI report
that is equivalent to USD 458 Million since its opening in 2004.
These accelerated development and high investment
attraction results are reflected in the performance evaluation.

We’ve also heard that there is good news recently.
First, BJFEZ was selected as one of the Best Free Economic
Zones in Asia. In the 「SITE SELECTION」, a leading investment
attraction journal of the United States, they selected 2 best Free
Economic Zones for each of the 6 continents among 4,000
Special Economic Zones around the world, and BJFEZ and
Shanghai Free Economic Zone were selected top in Asia. 「SITE
SELECTION」officials pointed out the reasons for the selection,
as expansion of logistics infrastructures including seaport and
airport in BJFEZ, connectivity with neighboring countries,
investment environment in which major companies in the

shipbuilding• machinery• automobile industries are located,
and investor support.
Second, MOU for investment of USD 30 Million with Korea,
Mexico and Canada joint venture company was signed.
Korean Highland Food Company, Mexico’s largest fresh fruit
exporting company and Canadian meat distributing company
will establish the joint logistics center and manufacturing
plants to move into the 66,000㎡ site in the hinterland of
Busan New Port.
We plan to build logistics bases to advance into Asian market
such as Japan, China and Hong Kong by processing and
packaging the products in BJFEZ after importing them from
Mexico and Canada. I would like to say that this investment
is meaningful in that the countries investing in our Free
Economic Zone are diversified from US, Asia and European
countries to Latin America.

Would you Tell us key plans for 2018 ?
First of all, we should continue our efforts to construct an
existing complex logistics system. I would like to make BJFEZ
Authority to be the foundation for the growth as a Global
Hub for International Business and Logistics. In addition,
we will strive for a logistics system connecting Busan to
Russia’s Vladivostok with the Maritime Province, China’s
Jilin and Heilongiang. To this end, cooperation plan of the
concerning 5 cities and Free Economic Zones will be actively
implemented. In the case of Russia, the Far East Development
Corporation is making efforts to attract foreign-invested
companies by creating a free port and leading development
area in the Maritime Province and Vladivostok. We plan to
create opportunities for Korean companies to enter Russia
by sharing the experiences and know-hows of the BJFEZ
Authority with the Far East Development Corporation.

Would you tell us your last word, if any ?
I would like to see a logistics route starting from Busan New
Port, across China and Russia through North Korea and
eventually connected to Hamburg, Germany in near future.
I also hope to see how international free trade city that
encompasses Xacah and Zarubino in Russia, Hunchun
in China and Najin and Seonbong in North Korea will
be created. I hope that the day will come when the
international free trade zone where people and capital
from South & North Korea• China• Russia and Japan•
Mongolia can be freely exchanged.
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BJFEZ News

BJFEZ News
MOU signing for investment of USD 30 Million
with joint venture of Korea, Mexico and Canada
- Korean Highland Food Co., Mexico’s largest fresh
fruit exporting company and Canadian meat distributing
company will establish the joint logistics center and
manufacturing factory to create more than 100 jobs in the future
BJFEZ Authority (Commissioner Jin Yang Hyun) announced
that BJFEZ Authority signed an MOU for investment of
USD 30 Million with Korean ‘Highland Food Co.’, Mexican
‘Bananas De Mexico Company’ and Canadian ‘sure Good
Foods Company’ on November 29.
The joint venture plans to establish a logistics center and a
manufacturing factory by investing USD 30 Million (about
20 Million dollars in foreign investment: 23 Billion won +
domestic investment 12 Billion won) for the site of about
66,000㎡ in the hinterland of Busan New Port.
Through this, more than 100 jobs are expected to be
created through processing, manufacturing and packaging
rather than just simple storage and logistics functions.

Connection Road between Busan New Port
Hinterland Site and Yongwon was at last
constructed !
- Expected to resolve the inconveniences of 20,000
residents living in Northern Hinterland Site
- Served as an accelerator for activation of commercial
supremacy in Yongwon Area, Jinhae-gu,Changwon City
Urban Planning Road construction connecting Northern
Hinterland Site of Busan Port and Yongwon, Jinhae-gu which
was implemented by BJFEZ Authority opened on July 31, 2017.
The road that opened this year has the function to connect
Yongwon-dong, Jinhae-gu, Changwon city to Northern
Hinterland Site of Busan New Port where residential
complex of 20,000 residents, with 1,206,000㎡ of the
logistics distribution complex and facilities for exhibition,
education and culture will be set up.
The opening of the road will solve the extreme traffic congestion
around the market of National Federation of Fisheries
Cooperative. And a significant portion of the traffic from other
roads will pass through Yongwon, Jinhae-gu, Changwon city
which is expected to be beneficial for traffic convenience as
well as for local commercial profits in Yongwon Area.

Korea·Mexico·Canada joint venture plans to establish
a logistics center for entry into Asian markets such as
Japan, China and Hong Kong, besides Korea. Through
this investment it will import products from Mexico and
Canada, and process and package in BJFEZ. This, as
an Asian logistics center for North and South American
companies, will serve as a stepping stone for investing
in Asia.
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Tokotakaoka, a subsidiary of Japan’s largest power
company, 「Tokyo Electric Power」 and 「Chungtop Co., Ltd.
」, a specialized company of domestic heavy equipment
established Tokotakaoka Korea together and signed a
contract with BJFEZ Authority (Commissioner Jin Yang
Hyun) to move into Nammoon Foreign Investment Zone,
Jinhae-gu, Changwong City, August 28.

A Japanese outstanding company was constructed
within Nammoon Foreign Investment Zone of
Busan-Jinhae Free Economic Zone
- Established a joint venture with sister company of
「Tokyo Electric Power」 as a high-tech company
- Moved into Nammoon Foreign Investment Zone in Jinhae-gu,
Changwon City, by renting site for up to probable 50 years.
- Foreign Direct Investment of USD 4 Million and first
investment with domestic capital of KRW 3 Billion,
expected to create 30 jobs

With a lease of site for 50 years, it will invest USD 4 Million
in foreign investment and KRW 3 Billion in domestic
capital to establish a plant that assembles and produces
gas transformers for substations. After January 2018,
when the plant will be in normal operation, they will be
able to localize its gas transformer for the first time in
Korea and supply it to KEPCO, and more than 30 new jobs
are expected to be created.
Currently there are Sondex Korea, a Danish shipbuilding
equipment manufacturer and Tusbakimoto Automotive
Co., Ltd., a chain manufacturing company for Japanese
automobile engines which gets 7 years tax cuts (exemption
and reduction) in Nammoon Foreign Investment Zone,
Jinhae-gu, Changwon City, BJFEZ.

site of Ungdong Hinterland Complex, September 19.
「The Nice Korea」 has completed the construction of a
total logistics center on a 33,000 square meter site after
its establishment in 2013 and the completed precut wood
processing plant was built on a 23,100 square meter site
to advance into the domestic wooden housing market and
oversea export.
An official from the 「The Nice Korea」 said, “We constructed total
logistics center and precut wood processing factory by investing
about KRW 3 Billion in Busan New Port. The completed factory
will be used as a production base for wood, which is a globally
recognized as eco-friendly building material”.

A precut wood processing factory was built in
Busan-Jinhae Free Economic Zone by Japanese
「The Nice Korea」
- Built business base of creating value added by
processing raw material
「The Nice Korea」, a corporation of 「Suteki Nice Group」
(representative Hirata Koichiro) in korea which is a global building
materials (wood) production company in Japan, held a ceremony
for the completion of the precut wood processing factory on the

Mr. Jin Yang Hyun, commissioner of BJFEZ Authority
mentioned that “It is very encouraging that the Nice Korea
has built a global business model to create value added,
supply domestic market, and export overseas diverse
products through the process by importing raw materials
from Europe and North America and up to processing them
in precut wood factory by utilizing the excellent location
conditions of Busan New Port”. He also said that “I expect
that it will lead to the expansion of the domestic wooden
houses using wood that has been attracting attention as
eco-friendly building materials”.
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The Authority went on IR
activities both in Russia and
China to build a complex
logistics system within BJFEZ

BJFEZ News

BJFEZ News
ECCK Busan welcome back
Network Event 2017 with
BJFEZ

Held foreign-invested
company within BJFEZ
promotion and job fair
- Foreign-invested companies
within BJFEZ participated in
<PR and Job Fair>
The Authority, for the first time since
its opening in 2004, along with Busan
Economic Promotion Agency hosted
<PR and Job Fair for Foreign-invested
Companies within BJFEZ>, on the
17th November, 2017.

- Finding new companies with
intension of investment and
providing concerning information
ECCK Busan welcome back Network
Event 2017 with BJFEZ in order for EU
logistics and transportations companies
in Korea to understand BJFEZ better.
ECCK, along with the American
Chamber of Commerce in Korea
(AMCHAM), is one of the largest
foreign commercial organizations
in Korea and has been established
with the aim of communication and
investment cooperation between
European companies and Korean
government, having more than 350
member companies.
BJFEZ Authority will actively
attract foreign-invested companies
concentrated on the metropolitan area
to the BJEFZ by finding companies
that are willing to invest and provide
investment information according to
the interest of investors through this
event and continuous networking
with ECCK member companies.

The event is intended to promote
participating companies' products
and their images and to provide actual
job opportunities to local citizens
through communication between
foreign-invested companies and job
seekers. It received the application
from foreign-invested companies
with public relations and recruitment
plans in the second half of the year,
and the companies are located
around Mieum Foreign Investment
Zone and Busan New Port Area,
from September 21 to October 30
it selected the final participating
companies.
15 foreign-invested companies
including Burckhardt Compression
Korea, Stauff Korea, Boschrexroth
Korea, BIDC and the Nice Korea
attended the job fair and had actual
interviews on the site.

- Strengthened cooperation system in
the field of complex logistics and
Free Economic Zones through
consultation with government
agencies, special economic zones
and logistics companies in Far East
Russia and Northeast China
BJFEZ Authority looks for ways
to cooperate with companies in
various industrial sectors such as
sharing informations both on detailed
investment environment and complex
logistics in the special economic zones
of Korea and Russia by visiting the
government of Maritime Province which
is management agency of special
economic zone, Vladivostok city and Far
East Development Corporation. They
also have established a cooperation
relationship for the activating measures
and implementation of Korea-ChinaRussia complex logistics system based
on the understanding of the development
and operation status of Zarubino port in
Russia, Hunchun Industrial Complex and
international joint venture in China.
Recently, as interests in Russia’s Far
East development has increased,
various projects have been carried out
including President putin’s Eastern
Economic Forum and establishment of
the Far East Development Corporation.
However, the leading development
zone and free port managed and
operated by the Far East Development
Corporation are still in the early stage
and insufficient in institutional aspect.
Under such circumstances, the MOU
with Far East Development Corporation
will strengthen the cooperation
relationship by sharing the experiences
and knowledges of BJFEZ. And it will
be an opportunity to induce the Russian
companies to the BJFEZ when they
invest abroad through this.
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BJFEZ, selected as Asia’s
Best Free Economic Zone
- BJFEZ and Shanghai Free Economic Zone were selected
as one of the best free economic zones in Asia by
SITE SELECTION, a leading US investment attraction journal
BJFEZ was selected as the best Free Economic Zone
in Asia in 2017 by SITE SELECTION, a leading US
investment attraction journal.
SITE SELECTION selected the best Free Economic
Zones by continent through a survey of more than 1,000
industry experts and consultants with the standard
of successful cases of investment attraction, ease of
access to information and support for investors among
4,000 special economic zones around the world.
The results of this award are published in the SITE
SELECTION November issue, and can be confirmed
directly by the digital version on the website (http://
siteselection.com).
Mr. Jin Yang Hyun, commissioner of BJFEZ Authority,
mentioned that “We are pleased to see that our efforts
to realize Global Hub for International Business and
Logistics, which is our vision, are externally acknowledged
and we will make every effort possible further to activate
the 「Logistics Tri-Port」 function that connects seaports,
airports and railways.
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Present & Future

Free Economic
Zone Performance
Evaluation
1st place for 2
consecutive years
Expecting large-scaled
investment to activate the
Free Economic Zone

2016
1st place in FEZ
performance
evaluation
2015
1st place in FEZ
performance
evaluation

Busan-Jinhae Free Economic Zone Authority (hereinafter “BJFEZ Authority)
achieved the 1st place for 2 consecutive years in the performance evaluation of 7
Free Economic Zones in the country.
The Free Economic Zone Planning Committee of Ministry of Trade, Industry and
Energy mentioned that BJFEZ received the highest score in the implementation
of development project and the investment attraction field in the 2016
performance evaluation of the Free Economic Zones, which was deliberated
and decided by the 91st meeting of Free Economic Zone Committee, May 19
and achieved 1st place in the performance evaluation.
Since its adoption in 2010, Performance Evaluation System of Free Economic
Zone has been conducted annually by an evaluation committee composed
of 14 private experts through document review, on-site inspection and
comprehensive evaluation. It evaluates the results of the previous year’s
business in five fields, such as, development projects implementation,
investment attraction, enterprise support, residence environment, and
organization operation to rank 7 Free Economic Zones in the country.
The Authority was ranked 1st in the field of ‘development project
implementation’ with aggressive efforts not only to adjust and newly set up
development execution plans, but also, to maintain 94% of normal progress
rate for the projects in the development districts. In addition, The Authority
has recorded highest score for investment attraction field. Based on the
differentiated investment attraction strategy focusing on global firms in some
strategic industrial sectors including logistics, they made their best effort to let
the core anchoring companies invest in the respective districts. As a result, It
has gained more amount of FDI than its goal.
It was declared that USD 458 million of investment had been arrived at BJFEZ
last year, which was 352.3% more than the goal of USD 130 million . The
qualitative evaluation section was also given excellent grade. Supporting
the tenant companies through the “communication team, visiting
tenant companies” and making efforts to create the ideal
environment for the foreign residents and the living
conditions centered on Myeong-ji District was
the main reason for good grade.
The commissioner said, “We
will further struggle to activate
the logistical function of
“Tri-Port” connecting
seaports, airports and
railways to make BJFEZ
a hub of the world’s
integrated
logistics
system.
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FDI Attraction
Goal
Exceeded

Despite the disadvantageous economic conditions locally and internationally, for
instance, the deepening of the THAAD conflict, the soaring of the North Korean
nuclear crisis, and the continuously stagnated maritime industry including the
demise of Hanjin shipping, the foreign investment FDI Goal (USD 160 million) for
this year has already been achieved as of last November.

2017 FDI
Attraction Goal
Achieved more than 140%
of the Goal

USD 160 million
Amount of
Attraction

Achievement
Rate

Goal

USD 224 million

USD 118 million
By Industry

USD 77 million
USD 29 million

140%

Performance

Logistics Industry
Service Industry
High-tech Industry

Status of Regional Attraction

Europe

Asia (China, Singapore, etc.)

Americas

USD 91 million

USD 104 million

USD 10 million

Japan
USD 19 million
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Present & Future
BJFEZ, expanding from
19 to 23 districts
- Five districts developed by other laws including Port
Law are reflected in the development plan of the Free
Economic Zones, 96% of development rate reached.
The 19 districts, initially designated as BJFEZ, will be expanded to
23 districts. Those added districts include International Industrial
Logistics district, New Port district, Sin-ho (Renault Samsung)
district, Yong-won Leisure district, and Ma-cheon Industrial district.

Strengthening new growth
engine of BJFEZ through
activation of port distripark
- Expansion of eligible scope of participants up to private
sector for the distripark with type 1 development
- Institutionalizing the permit of Merger & Acquisition among
the existing tenant firms in the distripark and simplification
of procedures to select tenant firm s for existing tenant companies

Despite the fact that the above districts were a part of BJFEZ, it had
not been included in the initial plan for BJFEZ development released
in 2003. It was because, at that time, those districts had already been
developed into port and industrial complex, not by Free Economic Zone
Act, but by other laws. However, there has been increasing demand to
complete such imperfect legal status of those areas. In response to that
demand, the procedures to integrate all those separately established
development plans for the part of BJFEZ into one has been started.
Accordingly, we conducted a study to review whether it is
appropriate to reflect the districts developed by other laws into the
development plan for BJFEZ based on Free Economic Zone Act
in Oct 2016 . The result of the study proved that it is necessary
legally to include those districts developed by other laws in BJFEZ
development plan. Especially, in case the international industrial
logistics district and the New Port District would be managed as a
part of the overall development plan for BJFEZ, it is expected to play
a critical role in the advanced parts industry and port logistics field.
BJFEZ Authority will complete the development plan for the
entire designated area and plan comprehensive and systematic
operation of the Free Economic Zone. In addition, it plans to
strengthen the core functions of each region by developing and
managing them in accordance with the promotion direction of
Free Economic Zone in cooperation with neighboring districts.
As a result, it is anticipated that it will have a positive effect
on increasing of awareness of tenant companies and attracting
investment of domestic and foreign companies.

<Before>

In this period of intense competition between countries to
take the lead in the global logistics market which will grow
to $ 8 trillion by 2020, Busan Port is preparing to make a
leap into “industrial cluster port” through the upgrading of
the development strategy of the “1st Port Hinterland”.
As the private sector can participate in the development of
port distripark led by the public sector, it is expected that the
revitalization of Busan Port Type 1 port distripark will gain more
resilience. In addition, according to the revised guidelines for the
management of the port distripark , it plans to cope with the
global trend of logistics company’s enlargement by institutionally
permitting enlargement of the existing firms via merger &
acquisition among them.

<After>
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Since BJFEZ Authority secured a budget of KRW 3 billion for the next year (2018)
in order to promote the 「BJFEZ Northern Access Road Construction Project」, it
is said that it has been possible to accelerate the development of the Western
Busan by establishing an Northern access road in BJFEZ, which runs to the
North Port from Eco Delta City~ Eumgung Bridge~Seunghak Tunnel.

Promoted the
development of
BJFEZ infrastructure
including roads
and ports

BJFEZ Authority plans to complete the project by adding total project cost (KRW
133 billion) with local expenses (KRW 66.5 billion) and national expense (KRW
66.5 billion) according to 2018 national budge (KRW 3 billion in design cost) and
annual investment plans. It is expected to help ease the traffic congestion in
Western Busan and handle freight volume in Busan New Port and BJFEZ once
the 「Northern Gate Access Road of BJFEZ」 is completed.

- Passed preliminary feasibility
survey on the access road to
North side of BJFEZ
- Construction for Sosa~Noksan road
- Start of construction of the
access road in Ungdong District

This achievement is the result of the active support of the local member of parliament
(Kim Do Eup) to explain the necessity of the project to the central ministry and Busan
Metropolitan City, as well as to the officials of the despite the restructuring of annual
expenditure for implementing the administration of authority the government pledge.
In addition, as freight transport in the Free Economic Zone is smooth thanks to the
break up in traffic volume at Busan New port, “Sosa~Noksan Road Construction”
and “Ungdong Access Road Construction” are in the process of promoting local
development and land balance. The “Ungdong Access Road” is currently at the
early stage and scheduled to open 2020, and the “Sosa~Noksan Road” will hold
the opening ceremony in January 5, 2018.

2 BJFEZ Designated area for

1 Sosa~Noksan Road Construction

Northern Access Road Construction

3 Ungdong Access Road Construction

1
2
3

BJFEZ Success Story
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BJFEZ Success Story
"MCC" leading company of new logistic system
- Nippon Express Korea
Nippon Express Korea, a subsidiary of Japan Express, was established
in 2002 and has annual turnover of about KRW 75 billion. It is the
largest logistics company in Japan with more than 30,000 employees.
Its warehouse in BJFEZ employs more than 180 Koreans and
operates business such as import and export by air & sea shipping,
and warehouse business. In particular, logistics services utilizing its
bases in 42 countries around the world are the driving forces that

enable customers to re-visit Nippon Express.
Busan Logistics Center, Nippon Express Korea
Center Director, Yuyama

Masanari (湯山将成)

‘One Stop Service’ with a network to Warehouse secured on the
42 countries
geopolitically ideal location
Nippon Express Korea is a total logistics service company that
has accumulated know-hows for many years and carried out
businesses such as warehouse, air & sea shipping and overseas
migration.
Nippon Express Korea provides ‘One Stop’logistics services
requested by customers from A to Z taking advantage of 610
logistical bases on 257 cities in 42 countries.They are equipped
with logistics center and operating system in every local base,
which enables them to meet the needs of clients on total
logistics service, like inventory and customs clearance services.
And, differently from other logistics companies providing services
abroad through partnership with local ones, they set up their
own business units abroad to make strong foundation for service
network. This is the reason how Nippon Express Korea could be
entitled to provide customers with one stop best quality services.
On the other hand, Nippon Express Korea started investment of
USD 25 million in construction of logistics center of which floor size
is 16,234 square meters on the 33,738 square meters of land in the
Ungdong District of BJFEZ in August 2015. They are not only leading
the growth of resident firms in industrial belt of Southeastern Korea,
but also, contributing to activation of Busan New Port distripark.

The strength of Nippon Express Korea has been materialized by
investment in BJFEZ. Despite the revenue shrinkage in last year
caused by the collapse of Hanjin Shipping, ‘Busan Global Logistics
Center(BGLC)’ which has started operation last April contributed
significantly to positive growth of revenue this year comparing to
the last year. Sudden disappearing of maritime transport service
brought by Hanjin Shipping made shippers at a loss. However,
taking advantage of its own global logistics network, Nippon
Express Korea has responded well to such uneasy shippers.
Busan is located at a geopolitically important location among
Japan, China, and Southeast Asia. Nippon Express in Japan has
been keeping their eyes on Busan as a potential hub to expand
their network into the world, during which, the opportunity to be a
tenant firm on Busan New Port distripark was given to them with
a condition of reasonable lease fee for land, tax exemption, and
other administrative supports from BJFEZ Authority.
Although entering the Korean market later than their Japanese
rivals, Hankyu Hanshin Express Korea and Mitsui-Soko Korea,
they have become able to provide way better services to
customers through operating own logistics center with the
accumulated knowhows.
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Realization of transshipment
hub for logistics among third
countries using the excellent
logistics infrastructure in BJFEZ
The Busan Global Logistics Center (located in 1st phase
of Ungdong distripark) of Nippon Express Korea plans
to implement various added value logistics businesses
utilizing the superior logistics infrastructure provided by
BJFEZ. Among those various business models in their
consideration, Multi Country Consolidation (MCC) logistic
model is the most representative.
A representative garment manufacturer in Japan, S Company,
has long imported their goods manufactured from the local
factories in scattered Asian countries through complicated
and inefficient logistics network. It has been main reason
to cause the cost to increase for operating warehouses and

inventories in Japan and overseas countries.
To eliminate this logistical inefficiency, S company in
cooperation with Nippon Express Korea, adopted improved
logistics network in which all their products in scattered Asian
countries would be gathered firstly at their premise, Busan
Global Logistics Center, using the excellent logistics network
connected to Busan port, then, once the orders from Japan
occur, the products stocked in Busan would be delivered to
any place across Japan in manner of Just-In-Time.
Through such an improved logistics network based on
Busan Global Logistics Center as a inventory base, S
company could reduce the number of their manufacturing
facilities in Japan and the countries in Asia, by doing so, not
only could operating cost much be saved, but also, could
lead time be saved by up to 4 days.

Improvement of logistics network of Nippon Express Korea by establishing their own logistics center in BJFEZ

Problems of existing logistics network
- Need separate local logistics center in
respective producing countries abroad
- Long procurement lead time (at max 24 days)
and much amount of stocking volume of
products in Japan
- Need to secure logistics facilities in Japan
and occurrence of high inventory cost

Expected effect of improved logistics network
- Reduce logistics facilities and inventory management
costs in Japan by using Busan Logistics Center
as an inventory base
- Shorten lead time (approx. 4 days) by increasing
the utilization of local ports in Japan
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Reportage
JoongAng Ilbo_Reporter, Lee

Eun Ji

On 22nd Nov. when I visited Myeongji New city in BJFEZ, construction was
being implemented at peak. The construction site of ‘Myeongji the # First World
Apartment’ which recorded the highest competitive application rate of 139.4:1 in
the first bid recently held was also busy with many coming and going trucks and
ready-mixed concrete supplying car. I could feel from the scene that the western
Busan, relatively underdeveloped area, has started being activated.

Myeongji New City

BJFEZ is changing. Since the year of 2003 when designated as free economic
zone, a part of designated zone around Busan New Port has been firstly
developed into distripark (for logistics), then, the development on Myeongji
district is being followed from 2010. As the new core city of western Busan
area, Myeongji district will invite foreign investment to develop the complex for
logistics, distribution & retail, advanced manufacturing industry, and international
businesses. By the end of this year, the 1st phase must be completed, then,
when the 2nd phase is completed by 2023, new city with gigantic size, as
double as Haeundae new city, 5 times larger than the Centum city, will be born
as a place where 82,000 of people can live on 30,000 houses.
BJFEZ consists of five separate Area, which are, Myeongji new city, New Port,
Jisa, Ungdong, Dudong Area. Those five Areas can be divided into 19 districts
of which total is 51.1 square kilometers. At present, 9 districts have been
completely developed and, 7 districts are under construction. The rest 3 are
in planning. As much part of the development on Myeongji new city becomes
realized, the number of foreign firms in BJFEZ has also increased significantly.
In 2016, the annual amount of FDI attracted to BJFEZ reached USD 458 million,
which was the best performance since BJFEZ authority started operation in
2003. Currently, the number of existing firms in BJFEZ is 1,480, and, about
38,000 employees are working for them. The 127 of foreign invested companies
for which 8,500 persons are working are included.
I was told that the foreign invested firms in BJFEZ can be entitled to enjoy
various types of benefits. According to the head of investment support team in
BJFEZ Authority, the exemption of corporate and income tax, and other kinds of
subsidies could be an example of such various benefits. Furthermore, various
services, such as, education, residence, medical service, will be available on
one stop basis, which will surely help newly arrived foreigners adapt themselves
to new circumstances.

BIDC, using logistics network integrating land, sea & air
As the first foreign-invested company in BJFEZ founded in 2005, BIDC has
been operating its logistics center through partnership with Amway, BASF,
and other world renowned companies in order to be connected logistically.
At present, 10 years have passed since established, BIDC emerged as
Asia's hub center for Amway. Labeling process for the Amway’s products
which are to be spread into Asian market is being done at BIDC. It is the
result of effort to increase the value added of their operation activities by
running a separate packaging business team. One official in BIDC said, “We

BIDC
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are providing transport service for import/export cargoes utilizing integrated logistics network by land, sea & air in response
to the needs of shippers, in addition, our labeling process is done reflecting the standards of buyers countries, therefore,
transportation including customs clearance can be implemented swiftly. Even domestic firms also can be invited to BJFEZ
if only qualified by certain criteria. Hanjin Busan Container Terminal, founded in BJFEZ in 2007, suffered from the collapse
of its major shareholding company, Hanjin Shipping, last year, however, since then, thanks to the improvement of operating
performance, they succeeded in transiting the financial statement of 3rd quarter this year into black.

Jump again of Hanjin Busan Container Terminal
through Excellent Price Competitiveness and
International Logistics Network

Hanjin Terminal

According to the electrified announcement of 3rd quarter consolidated
financial result of Hanjin on Nov. 29, operating profit was improved
to 10 million USD, which was negative 28 million USD for the same
period of last year. Revenue was 427 million USD increased by 7.6%
from 397 million USD last year. Net income also became significantly
better from negative 38 million USD to negative 2.4 million USD.
The transition from negative 4 million USD to positive 15 million USD in
operating profit of terminal business can be considered to be primary
reason of improvement in financial performance of Hanjin for 3rd
quarter. The rapid recovery of performance on Hanjin Busan Container
Terminal had contributed much to Hanjin’s improved financial result.
When I made it to the terminal on Nov. 22, I could see lots of trucks
transporting containers ceaselessly.
An official of the terminal told me that the cargoes volume had been
bounced back to normal level prior to the collapse of Hanjin Shipping.
He added, “The fast recovery of financial performance for this year
is the result of our excellent system with foundation of competitive
service price and solid international logistics network which can
guarantee on time transportation. Amid getting Busan New Port
activated, it is expected for the first time Busan port will be entering
into the era of 20 million TEUs of port throughput.

4 times growth in revenue for 10 years, Hanlim Intech
There is one existing firms in BJFEZ who recorded 4 times growth in
revenue since started operation 10 years ago. Hanlim Intech, the first
cooperative vendor of Renault Samsung Motor, is expected to generate
64 million USD for this year. When they began their business in 2006, the
annual revenue was just 15 million USD. As a vendor who mainly supplies
materials for ceiling and floor of internal space for passengers, trunk for cars
to Renault Samsung Motors, Hanlim Intech recorded zero qualification error
for the past two years. It is the result of their struggling more focused on
product quality management than price competitiveness.
An official of Hanlin Intech told that they have invested in human
resources aggressively for their future under the slogan that reads
‘there would not be future without raising HR’. Their strategy reveals
that their investment has been focused on seeking new businesses
taking a look at 7 to 8 years future.

Hanlim Intech

As the tenant firms in BJFEZ get stabilized, BJFEZ is coming closer
to its business goal established in 2003, ‘World best logistics and
business hub’. Recently, BJFEZ was selected as the best economic
zone in Asia Pacific region in 2017. The world is paying attention to
BJFEZ rising as a free economic zone good enough to invest.
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Right here,
Hot place, Busan

Western Busan
Development Full Start,
Meet Myeongji
International New City !

It is impossible to know how hot the water is before it boils. We can’t imagine how hot it will be until the boiling
shape is visible to the eye.
However, in Myeongji District of Western Busan, we can feel the enthusiasm of how hot it is, even though
we cannot see any visible results. For example, 220,000 people were involved in an apartment application that
recruited 1,600 households in the area. In the media, they are reporting various successes such as transfer of
public institutions and attracting international business centers. The municipality says that Myeonggi International
New City is the core of Western Busan development.
It may be that the public interest in the Myeongji area has become even hotter as the press and public institutions
cooperated and fostered it. development progressed? Could be rosy prospections talking in the media realized? Let’s take
a look at the current development situation of Myeongji International New City.
Some says that those stories are just a plan and we sometimes raise our concerns about having faith in a business that
has not yet been completed. How far has Myeongji area development progressed? Could be rosy prospections talking in
the media realized? Let’s take a look at the current development situation of Myeongji International New City.

>> The start of global business and
education cities, Attracting Lancaster
University, UK
BJFEZ Authority succeeded in deriving Myeongji District
Development Agreement after two years and eight
months of negotiations with LH Corporation, a company
responsible for Myeongji District development and
MSA, a foreign investment company, which is preferred
bidder. MSA has decided to return 10 billion won, part
of its development profits, to the global campus town
development project in Myeongji District and the way
for foreign universities to enter Busan is opened.
‘Global Campus Town’ is the international educational
space where foreign universities, research institutes ,
and international school can be accommodated.
First of all, the University of Lancaster, the world’s
top university in MBA business strategy, has signed
an MOU in March this year with a letter of intent to
advance. Following the completion of the first stage
of the Global Campus project, the university aims to
establish a university in September 2021.
They plan to operate undergraduate, graduate and
managerial courses specialized in management, finance
and logistics field, which we have strong strengths in the
future. It is expected to contribute to the cultivation of local
talented people, economic revitalization and job creation.

The University of Lancaster was founded in 1964 as a
public university in Lancaster, England. It is a university
recognized as the world’s best university in its field
of the master of business administration. It is ranked
fifth in the international management category of the
Financial Times (2015~2016) and ranked as the world’s
top in the field of MBA company strategy. The Times
has also named Lancaster as the top university in the
North West of England for nine consecutive years.
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<University of Lancaster>

- To be established in Myeongji Global Campus Town
- Plan to operate specialized undergraduate, graduate and
managerial courses in management, finance and logistics
- Scheduled to open in September 2021

>> Catalyst of Western Busan Development,
Busan Urban Railway Network Plan
Basically, Myeongji International New City boasts a wide
area transportation network. First, it is easy to enter
Namhae Expressway and Daegu Busan Expressway
through Myeongji IC. In addition, the development of the
Busan costal road leading to original downtown of Busan
through the Eulsukdo Bridge is reaching its final stage.
Using Jangrim underground roadway under construction
and Cheonmasan tunnel with recent opening ceremony
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makes it easy to move between Eulsukdo Bridge and
original downtown of Busan. As such, the situation
on the road is easy, but when we turned to the city
railroad, we had to feel the stuffiness of one side of
our chest. This is because there is no city rail line that
passes through Myeongji yet. But recently, the ‘Busan
Urban Railway Network Contruction Plan’ passed the
deliberation of National Transportation Commission and
the thirst for the city railway is resolved.
According to the ‘Busan Urban Railway Network Construction
Plan’ announced in June last year by the Ministry of Land,
Infrastructure and Transport, Hadan~Noksan Line and
Gangseo Line will pass the Myeongji International New
City. Hadan~Noksan Line is a 14.4km long road passing
through Myeongji District and Sinho Industrial Complex
while Gangseo Line is a total 21.3km long road connecting
Daegeo and Myeongji Ocean City. Both lines are scheduled
to be completed by phase 1 in 2026 and phase 2 in 2037
and 2035 respectively. It is expected to become the core
transporation network in the future.

>> Establishing the best cultural infrastructure
in Korea, Busan Branch of National Assembly

2

<Busan Urban Railway Network Contruction Plan>

- Hadan~Noksan Line 14.4㎞
- Gangseo Line 21.3㎞
- Phase 1 will be completed in 2026 and phase 2 in 2037
and 2035 respectively

Library / Establishment of Myeongji
Cultural Complex
Busan Branch of National Assembly Library will be
established as the highest cultural complex in Korea.
According to the ‘feasibility study on construction of the
National Assembly Library Archive and final report of basic
planning service”, the Busan branch, scheduled to be
completed by 2020, will be built in the form of ‘Larchiveum’
1)
which will become a high-class cultural space. A total of
39.7 billion won will be invested in the national budget to
build three floors above ground and one underground floor.
In order to provide professional services that are specialized
as an academic research library as well as safe and
distributed preservation of the National Assembly Library
materials, the Busan branch is responsible for building
modern and contemporary collections of books, modern and
contemporary politics and life history archives, promoting
multi-cultural and public relations functions, and managing
and supporting local council data. It will also provide worldclass ‘barrier free’ library serices to enable all citiznes,
including hearing and speech-imparied people, to access
library information services without discrimination. It was
found that the production inducement effect of 77.9 billion
won will be generated through Busan branch and the added
value inducement effect is estimated to be 24.3 billion won
and the employment inducement effect to 519 persons.
Along with this, there will be also a nearby Myeongji Cultural
Complex. This facility is under construction to be completed
by the end of 2020. Busan Cultural Center is expected to be
equipped with a variety of cultural facilities such as a venue
of 1,500 seats with maximum 30,000㎡, a library with 367
seats, a movie theater with 7 screens and exhibit hall.
It is expected that Myeongji and Noksan Industrial Complex will
become a cultural center and landmark not only to meet the
cultural needs of workers but also to represent the Weatern Busan.
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<Busan Branch of National Assembly Library>

- Located in Myeongji District Neighborhood Park NO. 1
- Composed with 13,000㎡, 3 stories above ground and 1 underground
level (Library, reading room, exhibition hall, multipurpose meeting room, etc.)
- Scheduled to be completed in 2020

4

<Myeongji Culture Complex>
- Located in Myeongji District Neighborhood Park NO. 1
- 30,000㎡,the largest cultural center in Busan
(Performance hall, library, movie theater, exhibition hall, etc.)
- Scheduled to be completed in December 2020

>> Peak of environment-friendly settlement
space, Myeongji Ecological Park
1) It is a compound word of library, archives and museum. It refers to an organization that provides various information resources to users by performing a complex function of three functions.
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Recently, the problem of find dust from China has become
more serious and citizen’s interest in comfortable living
environment is increasing. Myeongji Ecological Park, which
is newly established in Myeongji International New City, is
an eco-friendly ecological park that will serve as the lung
of Myeongji International New City. It is about 800,000
㎥, boasting about 1.7 times the area of Busan Citizen’s
Park. Migratory Bird Park, Garden Exhibition Park, Urban
Agriculture Parks and playground will be built in the park.
It seems to be synergistic in providing relaxation to citizens
in connection with nearby ecological parks. Along with
Eulsukdo Ecological Park, which is called the gift of nature,
Nakdong River Estuary Eco Center, which is a specialized in
natural ecology education and the Eulsukdo Cultural Center,
a living ecosystem playground, completion of Myeongji
Ecological Park will show one side of the ideal world where
human and nature coexist.
Myeongji Ecological Park is planned to be built by 2018
according to the land development project of Myeongji
International New City under the direction of LH. It will be
made into a world-class park that meets the ecological
international city through consultation with related groups
such as environmental groups, landscape academy and
landscape society.
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<Myeongji Ecological Park>

- Located in 2nd stage business district in Myeongji
District, Gangseo-gu
- 807,000㎥ sacle (Migratory Bird Park, Garden Exhibition
Park, Urban Agriculture Parks, playground, etc.)
- Scheduled to completed in 2018

>> The end of the creation of a high-quality
settlement environment in the Western
Busan, Myeongji the Sharp First World
In last September, 22,900 subscribers in the first
subscription of ‘the Sharp First World’ sold by POSCO
E&C in the Myeongji Disctirc, Gangseo-gu, Busan were
crowded with an average of 139.4 to 1. This is the largest
number of single apartment subscribers since 2000.
Myeongji the Sharp First World is located in Busan
Gangseo-gu, which is hardly subject to recent real estate
regulations. There are a lot of people who are going to sign
up before the first rank requirement is strengthened.
However, the most important reason for this popularity
is that Myeongji the Sharp First World is a representative
multi complex2). The complex is located next to the
Weatern Busan law town, which has opened since March
of this year. If the residents of the Western Busan who use
the law town in Yeongje-gu use the Western Busan law
town, they can enjoy close and convenient administrative
and legal services. Shinsegae Emart Town is also nearby.
Emart Town is a new concept shopping mall with various
facilities like electric mart that didn’t have the existing

2) Recent buzz words include station area, school area, law area, forest area and public area. Those are the words that emphasize that schools, academy educational
facilities are excellent, there are legal towns, and forests and parks are close. Muliti area is word that refers to a location that meets two or more of these factors.
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large shopping mall. With this, people can enjoy onestop shopping in Myeongji International New City. It is an
element that appeals to young people who prefer a multicultural space where families can join together.
In addition, a park with a capacity of 800,000㎥ will be built
nearby, making this as represented‘forest area’ and ‘public
area’. It seems like this is getting a lot of attention due to
the pleasant and convenient residential environment.
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<Myeongji the Sharp First World>

-The official name is Myeongji International Urban
Complex Development Project
- Located in BJFEZ Myeongji District Complex 2, 3-1BL
- 2,936 apartments and 260 office rooms
- Scheduled to move in August 2020

BJFEZ Myeongji Complex (2, 3 blocks) development is a
business that builds hotels, international conference facilities
and residential facilities with an area of 121,719㎡ and a total
of 1,065 billion won. The project period is five years from
November 2016 to November 2021. It is expected to have
economic effects such as attracting foreign investment of US
$103 million, direct and indirect employment of 5200people
and resident population of 12,600.
In addition, H Land Co., Ltd. was selected as a preferred
bider for the development project of Myeongji International
New City (1, 2 blocks) for foreign investment last October. It
is just time for the full-scale development of an international
business city. In line with the successful implementation of
the first stage project in Myeongji District, the development
of the second stage is accelerating. Last August, 1.92
million square meter area required for the development
of the second phase became a notice to cancel the
development restriction zone. As a result, it is expected to
be positioned itself as the center of economic activity in

the Western Busan, promoting the first stage of integrated
development with the existing one, raising the efficiency
of urban management and attracting foreign investment.
It can be said that the appearance of Myeongji is a
convulsions of nature. The place where once was a sea
becomes land and the land where once was a sky turns
into skyscraper that can reach the sky. In addition to Ocean
City and Eco Delta City, Myeongji International New City is
slowly becoming the third largest Troika city on the Western
Busan. A few years later, we may remember Myeongji as
the famous place.
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Myeongji District, BJFEZ
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Right here,
Hot Gyeongnam

Where there is harmony of
disharmony,
Meet Ungdong and
Dudong, Jinhae !

Soldiers and cherry blossoms. It is a word that is not in harmony. It is a combination of a soldier, synonymous with
toughness and soft flower.
But what if these two meet in Jinhae? It is a combination that fits better than anything else. Proving this is the
success of Jinhae Gunhang (Cherry blossom)Festival. Last year alone, 2.7 million visitors visited and created 76.6
billion won in the local economy. It is truly the best festival in Korea.
So Jinhae is an area with magical power that matches unmatched combination. Even the seemingly conflicting
combination of water and oil are harmonious. Jinhae showing the power of Jinhae Gunhang Festival is going to have
magic for another harmony. It is the development story of Ungdong and Dudong area in Jinhae.
It was predominantly planned to construct complicated tourist leisure complex in Ungdong area. You may understand
if you see the magnificent view of south coast. But the beauty of the sea does not stop at the scenery. Freedom to
be able to reach other areas through the ship, attractive charm of the port and hydropower resources are attractive
elements for logistics and manufacturing. For this reason, Ungdong area has started to develop into a place where
various industries such as tourism, logistics and manufacturing are mixed.
Manufacturing and tourism. It is a combination that does not seem to match each other at a glance. Even in the
industry classification table, manufacturing industry is classified as a secondary industry and the tourism and
education industry is classified as a tertiary industry. How these separate industries are harmonizing in one space?
Let’s take a closer look at how Ungdong and Dudong are developed.

High-spped superstar with 6 billion to 60 billion sales

1

Tsubakimoto
Automotive Korea

Tsubakimoto Automotive Korea was established in August 2009 by Tsubakimoto
Chain, a global auto parts company in Japan, investing about 30 billion won. It is a
foreign-invested company that moved into No. 1 in Jinhae Nammoon area.
The main products are chains, tensioners, sprockets and guides which are
components of a timing chain drive system for automotive engines.
Although sales amounted to only 6.5 billion won in 2011, it is expected to reach
100 billion won within five years by increasing to 50.4 billion won in 2014. In
November 2016, a second factory equipped with new injection molding machine,
chain assembly machine, press, etc. was added to the Nammoon District in order to
extinguish the increasing amount of order.
These products contribute to the expansion of exports such as Hundai-Kia Motor’s
domestic exports by 70% and overseas direct exports by 30%. They also are
carrying out various community contribution activities by donating to social welfare
joint fund to develop into a corporation with local communities. It can be evaluated
in an exemplary manner in this situation where many foreign-invested companies in
the region are satisfied with the level of job creation.
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Tow truck, leading the development of domestic manufacturing

Sondex Korea

2

Sondex Korea is headquartered in Denmark and was established in August 2007
to manufacture plate heat exchangers in Korea. They had their head office in
Hwajeon-dong, Gangseo-gu, Busan, but moved to expand to Jinhad Nammoon
District in November 2011. In 2012, it was stable enough to be selected as a growth
company and a company with excellent capital for two consecutive years. They
design and manufacture plate heat exchangers used in various industrial field such
as energy, district heating, refrigeration and shipbuilding industry and supply them
to the market in a timely manner. The company has 43 R&D centers and factories
in Europe, America and Asia, headquartered in Denmark, and have signed university
partnership agreements with 65 universities around the world to develop talent.
With pursued its corporate social contribution activities of headquarter, Sondex
Korea contributed to the domestic production of its own plate heat exchanger in
cooperation with local companies such as Mitech Co., Ltd.

New vigor of economic development in Jinhae Nammoon district
TOKO TAKAOKA Korea is a joint venture established by TOKO TAKAOKA, a subsidiary
of Tokyo Electric power, Japan’s largest electric power company and Cheongtap
Industry, a domestic heavy equipment manufacturer. The company signed a
contract to move in in August 2017 and plans to invest 3 billion won in domestic
capital to construct a factory in Nammoon District to assemble and produce gas
transformers for substations.
After January 2018, when the factory will be in normal operation, they will be able to localize
its gas transformer for the first time in Korea and supply it to KEPCO, and more than 30
new jobs are expected to be created. It is hoped that it will serve as priming water for the
local economy that has been stagnant due to the aftermath of the shipbuilding economy.

Stepping Stone for World’s Best Container Transshipment Hub Port

3

4

TOKO TAKAOKA Korea

Development of Busan
New Port

The Busan New Port Development Project was started in 1995 to create a
total space that integrates port functions of Northeast Asian logistics center
and commercial functions such as housing and residence. To date, about 10
trillion won has been invested on business expenses.
The company is planning to add another 10 trillion won to develop 44 containers
berths with an annual container handling capacity of 21.5 million TEUs.
22 berths among 44 berths to be developed are completed and operated
now. Currently, six berths (3 berths for the South 2-4 level, 3 berths for the
West 2-5 level) are under construction. The remaining 16 berths (such as the
West side 2-6 and feeder pier) will be developed in detail considering market
conditions such as demand for port facilities in the future.
The hinterland complex, which has attracted great interest from a large
number of multinational logistics and manufacturing companies, will also be
supplied in a timely manner to meet the demand for housing. It is expected
that the contribution of Busan Port to the development of national key
industries and regional economies will be even greater after the completion
of the construction of the 1st stage site (about 500,000㎡) in the West
Distripark and South Distripark (about 1.4 million ㎡) and the site of 2nd stage
site of Ungdong Distripark(aroun 1.12 million ㎡).
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A New Vision to make the beautiful Jinhae more special

5

The Nice Korea

The Nice Korea is a Korean corporation of Japan Suteki Nice Group established
in 1950 and has corporations and offices in Japan and 7 overseas countries.
Its main business areas are wooden building materials production and housing
construction. After opening a warehouse of 23,340 ㎡ in Busan New Port in
2014, an additional 14 billion won was invested in September this year to build
a 11,703㎡ manufacturing factory in the Ungdong district. The Nice Korea has
been responsible for collecting building and housing materials from all over the
world including Europe to Busan New port and reexporting it to Japan.
However, thanks to the factory building completed, the company plans to
export to Japan various kinds of materials produced at this factory from basic
to finished stuffs.
On the other hand, those products are going to be exported to the 10 countries
around the world including China and Russia, which allows them to forecast
to gain more economic benefit from investment in Busan. Through this, it is
expected to be a valuable opportunity to appeal to Jinhae’s specialization and
originality as a leading source of advanced housing technology information.

New Bridges connecting Korea and Japan
NH SENCO is a joint venture established by SENKO, a global logistics company,
with Niigata Transportation and Hwasung Express. SENKO, a Japanese parent
company of NH SENKO, is a global logistics company with 458 branches in
Japan and 43 branches in 22 countries.
NH SENKO has invested 15.5 billion won on the site of Ungdong and completed
construction of a logistics center with a 2-story warehouse of 22,000㎡ and a
freezer warehouse of 2500㎡ in October this year.
This logistics center will have a role in stocking the imported cargoes from US and
Europe, then exporting them again to Japan after some logistically valued-added
activities like processing and assembly. The opening of the logistics center is
expected to boost logistics cooperation between Japan and Korea.

6

NH SENKO

New space for integrated culture for, and, by locals

7

ARAMIR Golf & Resort

Jinhae Ocean Resort Co., Ltd. has developed 36 holes of public golf course
named 'Aramir Golf & Resort' on the 1,408,000 square meters of land in
Unddong district of Jinhae. 18 holes has been already opened last August and
the remaining 18 holes are scheduled to open in December. This golf resort has
locational advantage to be accessible easily by public transportation, and within
1 hour drive distance from neighboring cities like Busan, Chanwon, and, Gimhae.
In particular, the resort will be run by the operator who has accumulated the
knowhow through the experience of operating Yongwon Golf club over the last
24 years. So, the best customer service must be available, moreover, perfect
software system will provide the visitors with best condition to enjoy golf. And
the golfers would be able to fully enjoy fascinating Links course flat along the
shoreline differently from terrain course.
Jinhae Ocean Resort Co., Ltd. plans to develop not only golf course, but also,
theme park, outlet and waterfront commercial street for every visitors regardless
of whether they like to play golf or not.
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Sponsors prepared to cultivate local talent

Royal Russell School Korea

8

(Gyeongnam Changwon
International School)

The Royal Russell School is a British Royal patronage school founded in 1853
with 164 years of history and it’s the prestigious school that received the best
evaluation in 9 areas of the UK educational institution evaluation in 2016. Royal
Russel School Korea, a Korea branch of the Royal Russel School in UK, must
be the first international school established in Gyeongman province. The school
has plan to invest 30 million USD in building, such as, classroom, dormitory, and
gymnasium on the land with size of 56, 515 square meters in Ungdong district.
The school is scheduled to open in Sepetmebr 2020 with a capacity of 2,280
students in 80 classes of K-12 course.
The school's purpose of education will be prioritized to teach the importance of
living as a part of community.
The school's educational motto, "Not for oneself But for all", emphasizes the
importance of considering other first.
Such community development program will be promoted together with the
promotion on the global talent training program from the begin of school running.
「Not for oneself But for all」

A standard of the administration communicating with the locals
As the development of Dudong district has been delayed for more than 20 years,
civil complaints related to infringement of property rights have never ceased. As
a solution to The Government designated BJFEZ Authority as a developer for
Dudong district in 2013 to catch up with such delayed progress of development.
The complaints were resolved through the way combining monetary rewards
and land return.
This case is assessed to be a best example of public administration for resolving
complaints with good care of communication.

9

Dudong District Mixed
Development

Manufacturing and tour industries.
It seemed like an uncomfortable
meeting from a distance. But, taking
a closer look, we could recognize
that the both have common goal to
contribute to the region. Despite the
different appearances, the companies
taking same objectives had been
brought in together.
The conflict of disharmony is said
to bring about great innovation. Old
donkeys, dogs and cats gather to form
a wonderful Bremen music band.
Beauty and the Beast becomes the
couple of centuries. Taking a look at the
cooperation of companies doing various
businesses, but having the same goal
to be regional contributors, we think it
deserves trying to expect Jinhae city
developed gradually in the future. Like
a jazz that produces great music in
harmony with various instruments.
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BJFEZ Ungdong and Dudong Area
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We had together

BJFEZ Story

BJFEZ Story

Survival all together

At the Ungcheon Toyoji Exhibition Hall

Let me explain everything you want to know ^^

PR tour of university students supporters for BJFEZ

work & play~

BJFEZ Workshop
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How to attract investment is
only my concern as a project
manager

We are the one!

BJFEZ Message

A story to tell

2018
Happy New Year.

Achieved container cargo volume of

Busan Port Authority

20 million TEU!!!
Busan Port

becomes the
world's logistical
hub !

